Tell _ design

HOW TO SCORE
SPORTS-INSPIRED DESIGN
Add a (sweat-free) athletic vibe to your home with
these modern, masculine conversation pieces.
CURLING

Inspired by the old Scottish pastime beloved in
Canada, this side table
by Montreal-based firm
Samare juxtaposes a real
granite curling stone with
sleek, brass-coated steel
legs. Curling table by
Samare, $1,190;
samarestudio.com

BASKETBALL

Up-and-coming Danish designer Søren Rose turned
a cache of old high-schoolgym floorboards into
cabinets with names like
Free Throw and Full Court.
Those original pieces (like
the one shown here) are
limited-edition, but the
eco-friendly manufacturer
Mater now makes some
convincing reproductions
out of sustainable oak and
pine. Baseline cabinet
by Søren Rose for
Mater, $2,200;
thefutureperfect.com

THE EXPERT: ALBERTO ALESSI ON
HIS FAVORITE ITALIAN DESIGNS
Trattoria chair by Jasper
Morrison for Magis (2009),
$300; magisdesign.com

“This is an exploration in
archetypes,” says Alessi of the
ribbed polycarbonate-andbirch chair. Based on the seats
seen in Italian eateries, it is a
stellar example of the “search
for simplicity that characterizes Morrison’s work.”

By Monica Khemsurov
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BIKING

With frames fashioned
out of steel bicycle tubes
and perforated-leather
seats reminiscent of
vintage bike saddles,
these lightweight chairs
by American-born, Netherlands-based Max Lipsey
reinterpret classic Italian
racing cycles for those
who prefer to stay put.
Acciaio lounge
by Max Lipsey, $1,240;
lipsmax.net

SKATEBOARDING

The California furniture
studio Skate Study House
imagines a world where
everything is made from
skateboard decks, like
this mod room divider
in maple plywood—the
same material used for
professional boards. Skate
Wall screen by Skate
Study House, $2,595;
skatestudyhouse.com

TENNIS

GYMNASTICS

This series evokes the
metal-mesh chairs of Harry
Bertoia and the strings of
a tennis racket, and the
relaxed curve of the seat
back makes it easy to find
your sweet spot. Wimbledon barstool by Broberg
& Ridderstråle for Nola,
$890; nola.se

A respected Viennese
purveyor of mid-century
furnishings, Lichterloh
also makes a curious line
of seating from antique
Czech pommel horses.
It adds new bases and
upholstery but keeps
original details like
leather handles intact.
Pommel-horse bench by
Lichterloh, from $1,950;
lichterloh.com
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BASEBALL

Though this painted Japanese-ash chair was
inspired by cartoon furniture, its tapered legs
ended up making a sports
reference too obvious for
Belgian designer Sylvain
Willenz to resist—hence
the name Homerun.
Homerun chair by Sylvain
Willenz for Karimoku
New Standard, $649;
karimoku-newstandard.jp

A trio of trendsetting New York City
shows highlight
emerging talents.

Alberto Alessi, CEO of his family’s housewares-manufacturing business, is curating “Dream Factories:
People, Ideas, and Paradoxes of Italian Design,” an exhaustive new exhibit at Milan’s Triennale Design
Museum. we asked him to select the five Italian pieces every Details reader should own. Julie Taraska
ST 201 television by Marco Zanuso and Richard Sapper for
Brionvega (1969); brionvega.tv

Costanza lamp by Paolo
Rizzatto for Luceplan (1986),
$565; luceplan.com

AEO armchair by Paolo
Deganello for Cassina (1973),
from $2,940; cassinausa.com

Chambre d’ami unit by Matali
Crasset for Campeggi (2010),
$1,760; campeggisrl.it

According to Alessi, a gamechanging design like this
acrylic cube rises to the level
of art. He calls the TV (available only on the secondary
antiques market) “a minimalist sculpture of great fascination still today.”

With its signature dimmer
rod, the brushed-aluminum
light fixture “combines the
maximum convenience with
great simplicity and Italian
elegance,” Alessi says.

Created by Deganello to be
cheap and user-assembled,
then upgraded by Cassina for
a richer clientele, this is “one
of the best examples of Italian
pieces arising from conflicts
between designer and manufacturer,” Alessi says.

The design of this metal coat
rack (with a removable twinsize mattress and side table)
speaks of “mobility, transformation, and multifunctionality,” says Alessi, who points
out that these are the major
themes of our times.

Channeling Ettore Sottsass,
rising interior-design star
Rafael de Cárdenas brings
his geometric, 1980s look
to furniture, on view at
Johnson Trading Gallery in
the West Village. May 14
to June 10; johnsontradinggallery.com
Spain’s Harry&Camila and
Sweden’s Fredrik Färg present nature-inspired textiles
and sculptural chairs in a
joint show at RH Gallery in
Tribeca. April 22 to May 28;
rhgallery.com
After making a splash
at Design Miami with his
$75,000 slatted-wood
Porcupine credenza, Chilean
artist Sebastian Errazuriz
showcases cabinets, coffee tables, and chandeliers,
plus smaller objects like
doorstops and artsy snow
globes at Cristina Grajales
Gallery in SoHo.
April 28 to June 24;
cristinagrajalesinc.com
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